
The Big Trip 
Using GPS
A couple of months ago we joined 
the ranks of “Tom Tom” brand 

GPS travelers.  Before Tom Tom we made-do 
with the paper maps.  I am a Boy Scout to the 
core.  I  remember the knots and to use a map and 
compass.  My sweetheart then did not like maps 
or traveling with me.  Imagine a vacationing family 
leaving a car-rental garage.  Dad barks “left or 
right?”  Any reply without total confidence and 
I began a lecture on the virtues of proper map 
reading.

Thankfully those days are now gone.  We enjoy 
traveling new places with our Tom Tom brand 
GPS.  The gentile “Tom Tom” voice direct “stay 
left and then turn left in two miles.”  We also follow 
a green-lit directional arrow path.  After making a 
wrong turn Tom Tom asks us to turn around.  If we 
do not Tom Tom re-calculates the correct route and 
starts new advice.  The thing is never sarcastic or 
angry.

After using the Tom Tom GPS we began to see 
spiritual implications.  Absolutely trusting our Tom 
Tom was worry-free.  However, we soon learned 
that an imperfect GPS can have unexpected 
results.  Consider this true story.  During our 
recent trip to Atlanta’s “Six Flags” Park, we used 
Tom Tom to find lunch near the Park before 

entering.  The GPS offerings included “Catfish 
Alley.”  Using Tom Tom we adventured to “304 
Fulton Industrial Circle.”  Surprise, “Catfish 
Alley” was out-of-business.  Then a women in a 
short, sequined dress exited the door.  The sign 
for “Catfish Alley” had been replaced with two 
... “BABES” and “Live Dancing Girls.”  We back-
tracked to “Wendy’s” for hamburgers and then on 
Six Flags.   

The story has an important lesson.  Trusting the 
Tom Tom GPS may be worry-free but may have 
unexpected results.  For the trip of a lifetime 
we need a perfectly trustworthy GPS, one that 
guarantees both a worry-free trip and the right 
destination.  Tom Tom is fine for the roadways, but 
for the trip of a lifetime we recommend the that 
offered by “One Almighty.”  This comes with an 
unconditional guarantee and is free with the life-
time agreement.  Some local Christian churches 
offer assistance finding the One Almighty.  Our 
family has had the One Almighty over ten years 
and recommend this for happy and healthy 
personal and family travels.
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